OMEGA “C” QUICK REFERENCE CARD
Getting started
1.

Make sure the cash tray is empty then press the <On/Off> key to switch on.

2.

When you first power on, you must program the Omega “C” with the weight of the till cup.
Press the <F> and On/Off keys together:
The Omega “C” will ask you to place an empty scoop onto the hod. Once you have done this,
the Omega “C” will ask you to remove the scoop.
If at any time you need to set the Omega “C” to use a different scoop or till cup from that
programmed, simply follow the steps above to recalibrate the scoop.

3.

If “AUTO” is not displayed in the bottom left beside the denomination, press and hold the <F>
key and, at the same time, press the <+> key. Auto add will be switched on.

4.

To set up a starting bank value: Press and hold down the <F> key and, at the same time,
press the bills <Ï> key. Press bills <Ï> or bills <Ð> to increase or decrease in $50 steps or
coin <Ï> or coin <Ð> to increase or decrease in $5 steps. Press <F> to save the starting
bank amount and return to normal operation.

1.

Loose coin : - Place the till cup of 1c coins on the cash tray. When the Omega “C” beeps and
the display is updated, remove the till cup and replace with the next denomination of coin. To
skip a denomination, press the coin <Ï> key.

2.

Rolled coin : - With “VERIFY ROLL” displayed, place a roll on the cash tray. When the
Omega “C” beeps and the display is updated, remove the roll.

3.

Loose Bills : - When all rolls have been counted as shown above, press bills <Ð> to select
$1. Put $1 bills on the cash tray in quantities of approximately 20 at a time. Continue adding
$1 bills to those on the tray until all $1 bills are counted. Remove the $1 bills, the Omega “C”
will beep and update and you are ready for the next denomination of bills ($5). To skip a
denomination, press the bills <Ï> key.

4.

Straps : - To count bundled bills, press the <Strapped Bills> key, press bills <Ï> or bills
<Ð> to select the denomination required then place the bundle on the cash tray. When the
Omega “C” beeps and updates, remove the bundle. If the bundle is suspect, take the bills out
of the strap and count them as you would regular currency. When all bundles have been
counted, press the <Strapped Bills> key again to return to loose counting mode.

Counting cash

Sub-totals and TOTAL

Viewing :- To find out the value of a coin or bill subtotal, select loose bill or coin counting mode, press
<Ï> or <Ð> until you have selected the denomination required then, with no cash on the tray, press
<+>. The display will show the subtotal and number of pieces counted for the denomination selected.
Subtracting (only available when Auto Add is off):- To subtract the value last added to the total,
press <-> while the value is being displayed and the cash is still on the tray.
Clearing a sub-total:- Press <Ï> or <Ð> until you have selected the denomination required then
press <CE>. The subtotal will be cleared and the display updated.
Clearing a total:- Press <C>. If you are sure you wish to clear the total, press <C> again; otherwise
press any other key.
Printing totals:- If a printer is connected and the printer switch option is on, press the <Print> key to
print totals.
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